INTRODUCTION

Demographic statistics show that populations around the world are rapidly ageing, but unfortunately this rising life expectancy is accompanied by an increase in the number of people suffering from chronic conditions, such as frailty, cognitive decline, depression, or sexual dysfunction [1,2]. Multi-morbidity amongst the elderly and the steadily increasing number of older individuals are considered to have contributed to a tremendous rise in healthcare costs, and it is not likely that this trend will come to an end in the foreseeable future [3,4]. Therefore, a healthy ageing process with fewer diseases and more independence of patients is one of the most crucial health care goals of our time. Furthermore, targeting biological ageing processes has...
great potential to prevent, or at least delay, the onset and progression of multiple chronic diseases [5]. Over the last 30 years, research on a healthy ageing in men has increasingly focused on an age-related decline in androgens.

In men, a continuous decline in circulating androgen levels (e.g., testosterone [T] and dehydroepiandrosterone [DHEA]) occurs with increasing age [6,7]. Around the ages 35 to 40 years, the attrition of T-producing Leydig cells in the testes as well as cells in the zona reticularis of the adrenals responsible for DHEA production is already progressing [8,9]. An annual reduction in circulating T levels of approximately 1% to 3% and in DHEA of up to 4% has been reported [6,7,10]. Importantly, a decline in androgen levels is not a temporary phenomenon. Reports have shown progressive impairment of testicular/adrenal androgen function up until the 9th decade of life [11]. Men with lower T levels exhibit a worse state of general health [6,10], while a greater decline in circulating levels of androgen over five years has been associated with an increase in all-cause and cause-specific mortality in older men [12].

Table 1 [10,13-16] shows selected adverse effects of low T and low DHEA levels and illustrates the versatility of negative consequences that arise from androgen deficiency.

Furthermore, numerous studies have indicated that lower levels of T may be a risk factor for frailty [17,18], cognitive decline [19,20], depression [21,22], and sexual dysfunction [23,24] in ageing men. However, the literature is inconsistent and there is also evidence that could not confirm any associations between T levels and the latter conditions [25,26]. A similar pattern emerges for circulating DHEA levels and frailty [27,28], cognitive decline [29,30], depression [31,32], and sexual dysfunction [14,33]. Again, there are several studies, which did not observe any association between DHEA levels and age-related chronic conditions [21,22]. A high function in mobility, cognition, mood, and sexuality remain highly important quality of life considerations in men until late life and a decrease in one of these areas significantly decreases overall life quality [25].

Although the findings for the endogenous hormone concentrations with regard to age-related chronic conditions are inconclusive, much effort has been undertaken to investigate the potential beneficial effect of androgen administration on these conditions. T prescriptions, but not DHEA prescriptions, significantly increased in the last decade and when proved as effective and safe, androgen treatment may become a geroprotective intervention in men, reducing, or at best preventing, specific age-related chronic complaints.

In the following, we will describe the current state of the two most applied androgen treatments (T and DHEA treatment) in males for the age-related chronic conditions of frailty, cognitive decline, depression, and sexual dysfunction. The examination of literature on supplementation studies in older men will be of particular focus in this review. Finally, recent insights considering the influence of potential moderators as well as the safety of androgen treatment will be discussed. Although, we will focus on the dimensions of frailty, cognitive decline, depression, and sexual dysfunction, T treatment was previously also reported to have beneficial effects on lower urinary tract symptoms in ageing men. Therefore, it is important to keep in mind that the subsequently discussed sections are only a selection of potential dimensions of androgen treatment application.

**SEARCH STRATEGY**

The search strategy for this narrative review was based on the previously performed systematic searches of eight recent systematic searches in the field of T
and DHEA treatment in men. Elliott et al [34] investigated broad effects of T treatment in hypogonadal men for the health dimensions quality of life, depression, libido, erectile function, activities of daily living and adverse events, while Isidori et al [35] and Boloña et al [36] specifically took the effect of T treatment on erectile dysfunction and sexual satisfaction into account. Walther et al [37] exclusively focused on randomized controlled trials (RCTs) using T treatment for depressive symptoms in men. Corona et al [38-40] examined DHEA treatment in elderly men for different health dimensions and also T treatment for sexual function, body composition, and adverse events. Grimley Evans et al [41] examined the effects of DHEA on cognitive dimensions in elderly. Based on these systematic searches, the most relevant administration studies to be included and highlighted in this narrative review were identified.

TESTOSTERONE TREATMENT

T treatment has recently been receiving a lot of attention for its potential beneficial effects, but it is only recommended for men who show symptoms of T deficiency and who repeatedly have low serum T concentrations [42]. In the following, evidence from T therapy studies on the age-related conditions frailty, cognitive impairment, depressive mood, and sexual dysfunction will be summarized. For a more concise overview, please consider Table 2.

1. Body composition

Lifetime risk of fractures at the age of 50 is as high as 20% for men [43], and this risk increases exponentially for those over the age of 70 [44]. The prevalence of age-related sarcopenia – a clinical condition defined as below-threshold muscle mass – is reported to lie at 53.1% for moderate sarcopenia and 11.2% for severe sarcopenia in men over the age of 60 [45]. A 3-year T treatment study investigated 14 hypogonadal men (serum T levels <250 ng/dL) with a mean age of 51 years (range, 22–78 years) using physiologic T doses to reestablish normal T levels within the first three months of treatment. Bone mineral density and increased fat-free mass reached their maximum values by 24 months after treatment onset, with among others an increased density of the lumbar spine for about 7.6%. Apart from that, also prostate volume, self-reported sense of energy and sexual function increased significantly [46]. Although these effects were in line with other studies examining 359 symptomatic hypogonadal men aged between 50 and 80 years [47], an inconclusive picture for the potential beneficial effect of T supplementation on body composition and frailty in older men was dominating for the past time since T treatment studies for example including 67 older men with low T levels aged 65 to 87 years showed only beneficial effects for body mass [48-50]. This is especially due to inconsistent results showing in 108 older men with low or age-normal but comparably low pretreatment T levels no positive effects on bone mineral density, while improved body composition was consistently replicated [50]. Recent studies in large samples using T supplementation in older men were able to clarify the association: T supplementation causes a significant decrease of body fat as well as an increase of lean body mass (n=237) [51] and improves bone mineral density and bone strength in both the spine and the hip and thereby reducing

| Table 2. Effects of testosterone treatment in different domains |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|
| **Domain**                      | **Beneficial/Adverse effects**  | **References**  |
| Body composition                | • Increase of bone mineral density and lean mass in hypogonadal men | [46-53]         |
|                                 | • Decrease of body fat, increase of bone mineral density and bone strength and therefore reduction of frailty in older men |             |
| Cognition                       | • Small RCT found beneficial effects in several memory dimensions | [55-62]         |
|                                 | • Replication failed in more representative RCTs |             |
| Mood and depressive disorders   | • Improvements in several depression severity measures in depressed and dysthymic patients | [37,64-71] |
|                                 | • In older men evidence is inconsistent |             |
|                                 | • Inconsistent effects in treatment-resistant depressed men or HIV infected depressed men |             |
|                                 | • Identification of a dose-response relationship between testosterone and depressive symptoms |             |
| Sexual functioning              | • Improvements in intercourse satisfaction, sexual desire and orgasm in men of all age categories | [34,74-80] |
|                                 | • More mixed results and only moderate improvement of sexual function in older men |             |

RCT: randomized controlled trial, HIV: human immunodeficiency virus.
the risk of frailty and falls (n=211) [52]. A recent meta-analysis examining the effect of T supplementation and body composition including 32 observational studies comprising of 4,513 patients confirmed an overall beneficial effect of T on body composition by reducing body fat, waist circumference and insulin resistance and improving the lipid profile, blood pressure and lean body mass [53].

2. Cognition

An increased cognitive decline with advanced ageing has been well-described, leading to high rates of dementia worldwide [54]. T supplementation, due to its neuroprotective effects, has been further suggested as a potential preventative measure against the onset of Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia. Although smaller RCTs administering T over 6 weeks in a sample of 32 men suffering from mild cognitive impairment or Alzheimer’s disease revealed promising effects showing improvements in memory dimensions, others showed no beneficial effects examining T administration over 24 weeks in a sample of 16 Alzheimer cases compared to 22 controls [55,56]. In 22 men exhibiting low T levels and suffering from mild cognitive impairment no beneficial effects on cognition were identified except for an improvement in verbal memory [57], while in 25 healthy older men aged between 50 and 80 years a 6-week T treatment caused significant improvements in spatial and verbal memory [58]. However, such effects were often not replicated by others indicating overall a nil-effect of T treatment on cognition [59-61]. Large RCTs including the T Trials sample of 788 older men with low T levels examining T supplementation in older men over a period of one year subsequently failed to provide further evidence of a beneficial effect with respect to cognitive functioning in the context of verbal episodic memory, cognitive and perceptual speed and visuospatial performance [51,62].

3. Mood and depressive disorders

Due to the enormous disease burden worldwide and the increasing rates of depressive disorders until the age of 65 years [63], the potential mood alleviating effect of T in men has been extensively investigated. For a RCT including 74 patients with a mean age of 39 years being human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) positive and showing low T levels, beneficial effects of a 6-week T supplementation on depressive symptomology were reported [64]. In 19 men aged between 30 and 65 years diagnosed with major depressive disorders and low serum T levels, an 8-week supplementation led to significant improvements in self-report measures of depression as well as in the Clinical Global Impression Scale [65]. Similar results for the same outcome measures have also been reported for 23 dysthymic men after a 6-week T treatment [66]. However, other reports examining 90 HIV positive and depressed men using an 8-week T treatment [67] or in 26 treatment-resistant depressed men undergoing 6 weeks of T treatment did not provide evidence for an improvement in depressive symptoms [68]. Considering only older men, a study investigating 120 men aged 60 to 74 years or the T Trials including 464 older men with low T levels have indicated a beneficial effect of T on mood [69,70]. But there’s also contradicting evidence showing after treatment cessation the control group to exhibit significantly better mood than the T supplementation group [71]. However, a recent meta-analysis of 27 RCTs on T administration including a total of 1,890 male subjects confirms the favorable effects in terms of effectiveness and efficacy (50% symptom reduction) of the treatment with respect to depressive symptoms [37]. Walther et al [37] further identified a dose-response relationship with higher dosed T regimes to show a larger reduction in symptoms. The consistent beneficial effects found for relatively high doses (>500 mg/wk) suggest that T administration may be a potential additional therapy to current antidepressants. Nevertheless, neither clinical practice guidelines on T therapy in hypogonadal men [42] nor depression treatment guidelines [72] currently recommend T supplementation as an additional treatment in major depressive disorders in men.

4. Sexual functioning

With respect to sexual dysfunction, including reduced libido and erectile dysfunction, which are present in up to 77.5% of men over 75 years old [73], the results of most T treatment studies report beneficial effects. Though, there are studies which do not support T supplementation in older men with sexual dysfunction and low T levels for example examining 79 men aged 45 to 70 years undergoing a 16-week T or DHEA treatment [74] or when examining 88 men with sexual dysfunction and type 2 diabetes undergoing 40 weeks of T treatment no relation between sexual symptoms and T levels was identified [75]. The majority of stud-
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ies, however, report a beneficial effect of T supplementation in multiple areas of sexual function, like intercourse satisfaction, sexual desire and orgasm [76-78]. In the sample of the T Trials comprising of 470 older men for the examination of the effect of T on sexual symptoms, a moderate benefit with respect to sexual function was reported after the 1-year treatment period [70], while subsequent analyses revealed that T supplementation in older men with low serum T levels significantly improves sexual desire and activity and that these improvements were associated with higher increases in T and estradiol [79]. The beneficial effect of T supplementation on sexual function in men was also confirmed by two independent meta-analytic investigations (e.g., one including 14 RCT of hypogonadal men comprising 3,167 patients) [34,80]. While both reports underline that publication bias needs to be considered, a relatively robust positive effect of T on erectile function, libido and quality of life was confirmed.

DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE TREATMENT

In contrast to T, which is increasingly being investigated and prescribed for its positive effects, DHEA supplementation in men was intensively investigated around two decades ago with regard to various health dimensions. In the following, the empirical evidence on effects of DHEA treatment with regard to different health-related dimensions is going to be presented and finally summarized in Table 3.

1. Body composition

An influential DHEA supplementation study including 133 men aged between 60 and 79 years published in the year 2000 did not reveal any beneficial effects on body composition or bone mineral density in older men after the 1-year treatment period [81]. Another influential study from the same year running for a 2-year period investigating 87 elderly men with low androgen levels however identified a slight yet significant increase of bone mineral density in only the femoral neck in men but also no effects on body composition or quality of life [82]. Furthermore, other studies undergoing a 1-year RCT treatment period comprising of study samples of 57 men (aged 65 to 75 years) or comprising of 9 men (aged 50 to 65 years) identified a reduction of fat mass in older men with DHEA supplementation [83,84]. This was further confirmed by a thorough meta-analysis on DHEA supplementation in older men including 25 placebo controlled trials comprising of 1,353 elderly men with a mean follow-up of 36 weeks [39]. Apart from the effect on fat mass, the analysis however failed to confirm any association of DHEA with bone health, metabolism or quality of life.

2. Cognition

With regard to the improvement of cognitive functioning in men, DHEA supplementation studies generally show poor results [85-88]. Wolf et al [85] report for a 2-week physiological DHEA administration in 25 healthy elderly men with a mean age of 69 years no beneficial effects on any cognitive dimension tested. Furthermore, 37 and 38 DHEA-treated women and men with an age range of 50 to 81 years were shown to recall less items from a visual memory test after a psychosocial stress test [86]. A 1-year DHEA RCT further revealed no beneficial effect on cognitive performance in 110 men aged 55 to 85 years [88]. Though, there have been reports of beneficial effects identifying significantly improved episodic memory performances in combination with altered event-related potentials following a 7-day DHEA treatment in 24 healthy young men [89]. However, a systematic review on RCTs of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Beneficial/Adverse effects</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body composition</td>
<td>• Inconsistent evidence with regard to bone mineral density, bone health and metabolism</td>
<td>[39,81-84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduction of fat mass in older men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognition</td>
<td>• Improvement of episodic memory in one study</td>
<td>[85-90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Insufficient evidence to suggest beneficial effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood and depressive</td>
<td>• Some studies suggest mood enhancing effects</td>
<td>[64,85,88,91-94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disorders</td>
<td>• Insufficient evidence to suggest beneficial effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual functioning</td>
<td>• Some studies report positive effects, other no effects</td>
<td>[39,74,81,95-97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Insufficient evidence to suggest beneficial effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DHEA supplementation on cognitive functioning in non-demented middle-aged and older men also concluded that there is no evidence for a beneficial effect especially since the existing evidence is little and severely inconsistent [41].

3. Mood and depressive disorders
While influential studies on DHEA supplementation report a beneficial effect on mood in comparison to placebo [90-92], other reports have produced contradictory results that suggest no improvement of mood due to treatment [85,88]. An 8-week DHEA treatment in 145 (122 men and 23 women) patients with HIV and sub-syndromal depression or dysthymia led to a significant reduction of depressive symptoms compared to placebo [90]. Furthermore, in 23 men and 23 women aged between 45 and 65 years suffering form depressive disorders underwent a 6-week DHEA treatment leading to a significant reduction in the treatment group compared to placebo indicating DHEA treatment as efficacious (23 individuals achieved 50% or greater symptom reduction in the DHEA group compared to 13 in the placebo group) [91]. These findings were in line with a previous report showing in 22 patients (12 men and 10 woman) with affective disorders (20 unipolar depression and 2 bipolar type 2 in the depressed phase) receiving 6-week DHEA treatment an efficacious response to treatment with 5 responders (50% or greater treatment reduction) of the 11 patients treated with DHEA compared to 0 of the placebo group [92]. However, the previously mentioned study by Wolf et al [85] administering in a 2-week DHEA protocol in 40 healthy elderly individuals did not identify any benefits with regard to mood. Another RCT applying a 1-year DHEA treatment did also not reveal mood alleviating effects of DHEA in 110 men aged 55 to 85 years [88]. Additionally, there has been a recent yet somewhat questionable meta-analysis which included RCTs on DHEA supplementation suggesting beneficial effects of DHEA in depression [93]. However, based on these inconsistencies and the general shortage of empirical evidence, DHEA is not being considered as a potential antidepressant treatment in men.

4. Sexual functioning
With regard to sexual function in males and a potential beneficial effect by DHEA supplementation, findings are mixed, with some studies reporting positive effects on sexual function for males [81,94,95] and others reporting no effects for males at all [74,96]. DHEA supplementation in 133 men aged between 60 and 79 years was not associated with beneficial effects on several libido parameters after the 1-year treatment period, while women aged 70 years or older showed significant improvement in libido due to DHEA treatment [81]. Another study applying a 30-week protocol of DHEA supplementation for 85 men with erectile dysfunction and comorbid different organic disorders achieved significant amelioration of erectile dysfunction in men with no additional organic disorders as well as for men with comorbid hypertension, but not with comorbid diabetes and neurological conditions [94]. However, a study examining 21 men and 27 women with hypoactive sexual desire in a 6-week DHEA RCT revealed no positive effects of DHEA on libido measures for men, but for women a positive effect of DHEA treatment on libido emerged [96]. It is further important to mention, that in the DHEA group men were significantly younger than in the placebo group potentially obscuring the true effect of DHEA since older men with sexual dysfunction show lower DHEA levels compared to younger men with sexual dysfunction [97]. The placebo controlled trial by Morales and colleagues examining 79 men with sexual dysfunction aged 45 to 70 years undergoing a 16-week T or DHEA treatment did also not identify any beneficial effects of DHEA treatment on symptoms of sexual dysfunction [74]. A meta-analysis examining 25 placebo controlled trials comprising of 1,353 elderly men with a mean follow-up of 36 weeks concluded that there is not sufficient evidence for a beneficial effect of DHEA on sexual function in men suggesting an association with negative age-related features such as hypertension or depression, which are both positively related to sexual dysfunction in males [39].

COMPARABILITY OF DIFFERENT FORMULATIONS OF TESTOSTERONE AND DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE TREATMENTS

There is generally no evidence for major discrepancies in different ways of T treatment [34]. However, the various forms of application offer certain advantages and disadvantages that need to be considered for the respective context. Bhasin et al [42] have summarized
an extensive palette of formulations, showing that for example transdermal patches are easy to apply yet may cause skin irritation and aren’t concentrated enough for severely deficient men, while transdermal gels provide flexible dosing but may quickly be transferred to a partner by direct skin contact. Oral formulations are easily applicable, often preferred by hypogonadal patients, but suffer from potential hepatic toxicity, while intramuscular injections on the other side are long lasting (usually applied for a period between two weeks up to three months), while dynamic dosing is difficult and assistance by a health professional is required [42].

In respect to DHEA, there are also various possibilities of applying the treatment. A common formulation is a transdermal gel (50 mg/d), as it is quickly absorbed and metabolized and causes generally elevated steroid levels including T levels due to DHEAs’ precursor function for many steroids [26]. Oral administration of 50 mg/d shows similarly quick results in respect to serum DHEA or its sulfate levels. However to affect serum T levels higher dosages (150 mg/d) seem necessary [98]. There is an essential lack of studies evaluating the tolerance of different pharmacological formulations of DHEA, but generally no differences in adverse effects between the arrangements are reported [82].

DISCUSSION

1. Summary

For T treatment, beneficial effects emerged in terms of reducing frailty, depressive symptoms, and sexual dysfunction. These effects have also been reported for samples consisting exclusively of older men. There don’t seem to be any cognitive improvements associated with T treatment for both non-demented younger men and non-demented or demented older men. DHEA treatment is not associated with a general improvement in frailty but shows modest effects in reducing fat mass in older men. No general effects emerge with regard to cognitive decline or for the reduction of depressive or sexual symptoms.

2. General considerations associated with testosterone treatment

Based on the reviewed literature, T, but not DHEA, emerges as a potential anti-ageing medication for frailty, mood and sexuality; thus the associated peculiarities and risks need to be examined. An important consideration is the comparability of different T treatments with four main variables: (i) administration (intra muscular, oral, or transdermal), (ii) dose (ranging from 0.05 g/d to 1 g/d), (iii) frequency of application (ranging from daily to every 12 weeks), (iv) treatment duration (ranging from 3 weeks to 36 months). Elliot and colleagues conducted a network meta-analysis on T treatment studies in hypogonadal men, including several different T treatments [34]. For quality of life showing an overall effect of standardized mean difference (SMD) of −0.26 (95% confidence interval [CI], −0.41 to −0.11; n=2,834) the authors report of 14 different treatments, intramuscular T undecanoate (TU; 1,000 mg/12 wk) with an SMD of −0.48 (95% CI, −0.84 to −0.10) and oral TU (160 mg/d) with an SMD of −0.68 (95% CI, −1.32 to −0.02) to achieve significantly better results. For depressive symptomatology and erectile function, there was no significant difference for any of the nine individual T treatment approaches with an overall beneficial effect of SMD −0.23 for depressive symptomatology and SMD 0.25 for erectile function, suggesting all treatment approaches to achieve comparable results.

In our recently conducted meta-analysis on T RCTs for depressive symptomatology in males showing a beneficial effect with a Hedge’s $g=0.21$, we identified dose as a significant moderator, with higher dosed regimes achieving larger effects (e.g., $g$ for 0.1 g/wk=0.166, 0.3 g/wk=0.312, 1 g/wk=0.823) [37]. Neither the method of administration nor the duration of treatment was further identified as a significant moderator.

3. Treatment safety

Reports on the potential detrimental effects of T treatment, such as increasing the risk of cardiovascular events [99,100] or prostate cancer [101], have caused long-lasting debates and heightened the sense of caution in the field, culminating in safety alerts issued by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2015 [102]. While the FDA upholds its safety alert for T products, the Pharmacovigilance Risk Assessment Committee (PRAC) of the European Medicines Agency clearly states that there is no consistent evidence of an increased risk of heart problems when using T medicine [103]. Recently, an expert consensus and extensive meta-analysis also concluded that evidence fails to support claims of increased risk of cardiovascular events or prostate cancer resulting from T treatment [34,40,101]. However, based on practice guide-
lines and statements of the Endocrine Society, both FDA and PRAC have stated that approved T products should only be used in hypogonadal men in conjunction with an associated medical condition, such as testicular failure or genetic problems. They also stated that the restoration of T levels in otherwise healthy older men is not an authorized condition for use of such T products [42]. Yet, studies have shown that there is no T concentration threshold that reliably distinguishes between responders and non-responders to T treatment, suggesting that both hypogonadal and men currently identified as eugonadal with lower T levels may benefit from T treatment [101]. Finally, it is important to keep in mind that rare adverse events such as cardiovascular events or prostate cancer are difficult to investigate in RCTs. It is therefore highly necessary to investigate T treatment in prospective studies for a long-term period in order to be able to completely rebut any potential adverse consequences [70].

4. Interference with endogenous steroid levels

The last and often overlooked point to consider is the influence of T supplementation on endogenous T secretion. Since there is no clear threshold for T supplementation, it must be made clear to men with only slightly lowered T levels that this supplementation influences endogenous T production. Exogenous T administration triggers negative feedback processes in the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis which will eventually diminish the natural endogenous T production even more. Therefore, the decline in endogenous T may be further intensified by the use of T products. As long as we are not able to disprove this as a potential health threat, T products should only be used in men with T levels below a clinically relevant threshold, which does not need to correspond to the hypogonadism threshold. Thus, as indicated by leading researchers in the field [70], though available data shows insufficient evidence to support an increased risk for adverse events with T treatment, much larger trials of a much longer duration are needed in order to determine the risk of T treatment on male health. It may also only be possible to evaluate this after T treatment has been made accessible to larger parts of the male population (e.g., older men with steady declining T levels showing significantly reduced but not sub-threshold T levels) and after large post-marketing surveillance studies have become available.

CONCLUSIONS

Responding to the initial question of whether we are all set for T treatment (DHEA treatment as outlined above does not hold great promise), the answer is “No”. More data is needed, which may only become available by conducting even larger RCTs than the recently conducted T Trials, or by making T treatment available for more, well-defined groups of men, who have low risk for adverse events and are probable to significantly benefit from T treatment. It is important that T is understood as a therapeutic and not a life style product, so that only men with clinically relevant symptomatology in areas, such as sexual function, frailty, or mood are going to be considered for T treatment at all. Furthermore, future studies will have to apply parallel designs to identify optimal dosage regimens. The question of which baseline T level a men must fall below to be considered for therapy, or which age groups respond most positively to T treatment, remains to be investigated further.

1. Practice points

1) Although good effects were shown for T treatment for body composition, depression, and erectile function, it is important to apply the recommendations by the Endocrine Society for T or DHEA treatment and to treat only men who are eligible due to hypogonadism and the corresponding symptom criteria for T deficiency.
2) Age is an important criterion for androgen treatment, since dynamic reference ranges must be taken into account due to the age-related decrease of androgens.
3) Although different types of androgen and especially T treatments are available, the different treatments seem to have similar effects.
4) With regard to certain symptom dimensions, dose-response relations could be found. These associations must be further substantiated before a notion of “higher doses produce better effects” can be established.
5) Although there is accumulating evidence of a lack of association between T treatment and adverse events, much larger studies with longer follow-up need to prove this.
2. Research agenda points

1) Since there is still much uncertainty about age limits for treatment indication or treatment-response in different age groups, further studies need to provide more clarity in this regard for androgen treatment.

2) Future RCTs of T treatment must use different dosage regimens in parallel to identify the ideal dosages for the appropriate health condition.

3) More high quality androgen treatment studies with clearly identified end points in clearly specified populations are needed to produce larger samples subsequently available for meta-analytic approaches.

4) Larger and longer-lasting studies are needed to identify the rare adverse drug reactions.

5) There is currently a predominance of studies with androgen treatment in men, although this could also be used in certain groups of women. More research on androgen treatment is needed in women.
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